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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like the news!

The Steaming Pile
Straight from You-Know-Where!

Ridiculous Swag from the Career Fair
Dildoes from Kimberly Clark
LSD from Dow Corning
[censored] from NSA
[censored] from the FCC
Semen from the US Navy
Coupon for a hydraulic system
from Ford
Paper Airplanes from GE Aviation
“Android” from Apple
An I-beam from US Steel
Rubber Samples (wink) from
Bridgestone
Tires from Firestone
Megamilk from Mitsubishi
A pair of jeans from Nucor Steel
A dodge ram from Cummins
A printer from HP LOLOLOL
Little red book from Foxxcon
Coupons from Costco

Job offerings from Walmart
A barrel of oil from BP
Hair gel from Grant Cox
Iron from Carl Blair inc
Jar of Dirt from SME
Stack of cash from the US treasury
Dried out sharpies from 3M
Asian Hooker from EPIC
Bottle of Jizz from GZA (jizza)
Football from the DOD
The kitchen sink from Kohler
Live barracuda from Barracuda
Networks
Random # maker from Digi-Key
Directions to “Fuck off” from
Garmin International
Hooker named Destinee from EPIC
A Portal gun from Sentry Insurance
Cake from Aperture Labs

Man who is an ass,
bound to have shitty attitude.

YOLO
Nathan “Invincible” Miller

It may not be a fad up north in the Keweenaw (yet), but YOLO has taken
Albany and the Bro culture by storm. For the uneducated, YOLO stands
for “You only live once,” and is usually stated alongside outlandish or
mundane declarations. For example, “I’ma drink 6 Four Lokos tonight
and flip a Mazda! YOLO!”
As I am surrounded by Bros and their ilk, I have had the “opportunity”
to hear countless YOLO utterances. But, being of sound mind, I am
not about start using it myself. Unless… YOLO EXTREME! What follows
are some of the most extreme YOLO ideas I could come up with off
the top of my head. MAKE YOUR LIFE WORTH IT!
1. Ride inside a Zorb down an Olympic ski jumping hill. Bonus points if
you BASE jump out of the Zorb at the peak of your bounce! YOLORB!
2. Skydive from space! In actuality, Joseph Kittinger jumped from
102,800 feet in 1960, and Felix Baumgartner is planning on making
the leap from 120,000 feet in the next year or two. Look out, YOLO!
3. Accidentally burn a Koran in the Middle East. YOLOFF WITH HIS HEAD
4. Beat Evel Knievel’s Guiness Book of World Records entry as the survivor of the “most bones broken in a lifetime.” Only 433 to beat. YOLO!
5. Build a nuclear reactor in your basement! David Hahn, the radio...see No respawn on back

Plunge Away the Poopie
by Kyle Roe, A Parody of “Giggle at the Ghosties” by Pinkie Pie

When I was a little freshie and the sun was going down,
the all clogged toilets in the bathroom would always make me frown.
I’d hide in my dorm room from the horrors that I saw,
but my RA said that’s not the way to deal with poop in a stall!
She said “Freshie you got to stand up tall, learn to face those fears.
You’ll see that poop can’t hurt you, just plunge until it disappears!”
Plunge, Plunge, Plunge!
So, plunge away the poopie,
Break up all the chunkies.
Scrub away the brownies,
for those dirty rags use Downy.
Flush down all the peepee,
Use a little less t-p.
And don’t forget to tell a MA if the stalls are all clogged,
because if no one cleans them then you’ll have another thing coming
and have to find yourself needing to clean it yourself!

Safety is important, mon. YOLO.
Pizzas Pizza Lovers Love!

Daily Specials at www.thestudiopizza.com
10% Discount for All Students
Downtown Hancock, across from Finlandia

Real Food! Real Spices! Fresh Veggies!
Artisan Crusts! Tons of Toppings!
www.thestudiopizza.com

482-5100

...continued from No Respawn
on front

Brought to you by Evil Dictator and Brolivia

active boy scout, tried it
when he was 17 and almost
succeeded until the cops
busted him and his home
was designated a Superfund
site. Damn those anti-YOLO
Feds!
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6. Build and subsequently
battle a real life Rock’em
Sock’em Robot. YOULOSE!

the

7. Drive by funerals blasting
obnoxious dubstep and
gangsta rap in the Bible Belt.
TROLLO!
8. Drink and derive. Don’t
wear your seatbelt for bonus
YOLO.

BEAVERVILLE (IL)
BLUE BALL (PA)
BUTTZVILLE (ND)
CANCER HILL (ME)
CAT ELBOW CORNER (NY)
CORPSE POND (MI)
CUMMAQUID (MA)
DEAD WOMAN CROSSING (WY)
DINOSAUR (CO)
ELEPHANT BUTTE ESTATES (NM)
FACEVILLE (GA)
FLAMINGO (MN)
FLYNNS LICK (TN)
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GLASSCOCK COUNTY (TX)
GNAW BONE (IN)
GOOD INTENT (NJ)
GROSS (NE)
HATEFUL HILL (VT)
HUMANSVILLE (MO)
HUMPY CREEK (AK)
IMALONE (WI)
JACKASS FLATS (NV)
KNOBLICK (KY)
LEFT HAND (WV)
LICK SKILLET (OH)
LOS BANOS (CA)

MEAT CAMP (NC)
MEXICAN HAT (UT)
MOUNT JOY (DE)
NINETYSIX (SC)
NUT PLAINS (CT)
ODIN (KS)
PAPA (HI)
PEYOTE POINT (MT)
RED SHIRT (SD)
SANDWICH (NH)
SATANS KINGDOM (RI)
SLAPOUT (OK)
SLICKLIZZARD (AL)

SLICKPOO (ID)
SUNIZONA (AZ)
TIGHT SQUEEZE (VA)
TOADSUCK (AK)
TWO EGG (FL)
UNICORN (MD)
VADER (WA)
WANKERS CORNER (OR)
WHAT CHEER (IA)
WHITE CASTLE (LA)
YAZOO (MS)

BEHOLD, NOBLE READERS!
THE DAILY BULL HAS RETURNED!
We have a brand spankin’ new fuser
with which to publish our Daily Bull!
Rejoice at the use of USG moneydollars! Rejoice! For today is a great day!
Printed and double
sided Bulls
resume:
NOW!

9. Fall into a wormhole and
emerge in the past, where
you make love to your mom
and father yourself. YOLT!
10. Attempt to perform any
of the stunts shown in the
snowboarding video game
SSX, including spinning your
board around your head,
doing an upside-down pirouette, or wearing concrete
boots and a straightjacket.
Über zone level YOLO!
11. *BONUS* Fulfill the
prophecy laid out in Simon
Mused’s article, “A Tribute to
Your Own Awesome,” which
was featured in an issue of
the Daily Bull waaaayyy back
in September 26, 2008. Unable to find a copy floating
around campus? Luckily
we have a semi-functioning
online archive where you can
find many of our back issues.
http://dailybull.students.mtu.
edu/archive.html YOLO OR
NEVER

OH SHIT OH SHIT OH SHIT OH SHIT

